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5G mobile communications technology will bring new expe-
riences to industry and society, including higher data rates
or greater capacity, higher bandwidth, increased security, and
lower latency.These developments will create new opportuni-
ties for advancing society and businesses: 5G is going tomake
a significant change in how we live in this world.
The key enabling 5G technologies under development
include novel multiple access strategies, massive MIMO, full
digital beamforming or hybrid beamforming, ultra-dense
networking, etc. The implementation of these high-level
technologieswill bring about new challenges for the designers
of the physical infrastructure. These challenges undoubtedly
include the antenna, but also the associated microwave
systems and the characterisation of the radio propagation
environment. In spite of very active current research on 5G
antenna systems, including academic and industrial efforts,
many challenges still need to be addressed, or they need better
and more efficient solutions [1, 2].
5G will support significantly faster mobile broadband
speeds and extensive mobile data usage aswell as enabling the
full potential of the Internet ofThings [3]. From virtual reality
and autonomous cars to the industrial Internet and smart
cities, 5Gwill be at the heart of the future of communications.
As well as conventional bands, 5G applications will have
to utilize higher frequency bands in the millimetre wave
region to enable wider bandwidth and higher data rates.
The higher frequencies, wider bandwidths, and the need
for beamforming, beam steering, and multiple beams are
significant challenges to antenna designers [4]. Low-profile
efficient antennas and antenna arrays to ensure reliable and
interference-free communications are needed, but require-
ments for increased power, larger bandwidth, higher gain,
and insensitivity to the presence of the human user further
complicate the antenna and propagation aspects. This indi-
cates the need for novel ideas and very innovative solutions
in antenna design [5–7].
This special issue collects eight papers concerning var-
ious aspects of 5G antennas and their system applications.
Two papers deal with modelling issues, while three papers
are concerned with multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO)
systems which are expected to be extensively used in the
future 5G systems. Another paper considers an important
issue of synthesizing appropriate radiation patterns of linear
and planar antenna arrays of arbitrary geometry to provide
the desired coverage reconfiguration. One of the papers deals
with a single-layer dual-band reflectarray cell that is proposed
for future 5G systems. Another paper discusses the direction
finding problem in a background of unknown nonuniform
noise using nested arrays, where a novel gridless direction
finding method is proposed via the low-rank covariance
matrix approximation. The following paragraphs give more
elaboration about these subjects.
There are two papers dealing with the issue of modelling
of the 5G systems. The paper by I. S. Batalha et al. provides
an investigation into large-scale modelling of the propagation
channel for frequencies above 6 GHz. The modeling concen-
trates on indoor environments, which will be a significant
part of the implemented 5G systems. The paper considers a
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measurement investigation at 10 GHz with directional horn
antennas in a computer room and a corridor within an aca-
demic office building. The paper presents experimental data
and channel modelling with various polarization scenarios
such as copolarizations H-H and V-V and cross-polarization
V-H. Cases of both line-of-sight (LOS) and non-line-of-sight
(NLOS) conditions were considered. The large-scale close-
in reference is sustained by comprehensive analysis, studying
propagation mechanisms such as reflection and diffraction.
The results demonstrated that the established model had
an inferior standard deviation in relation to measured data,
proving itself more significant to propagation in indoor
environments.
The other paper by G. Liu et al. also considers modelling
and deals with the interaction between the mobile user,
who is in dynamic movement, and the wave propagation
mechanism. The movements of a person holding a mobile
handset can be considered as a stochastic process since the
users can change the way they handle the mobile handset
very frequently in a short time. These random actions of the
hand-held mobile will change the antenna inclination angles
resulting in various multipath propagation pathways which
will lead to changes in the received signal intensity. Very few
studies or conventional channel models have been performed
to investigate these features. In this paper, the relationships
between the statistical characteristics of the electric field and
antenna inclination angles are investigated. They are mod-
eled, based on a three-dimensional fast ray-tracing method
which considers both the reflections and diffraction events:
then the radiation patterns of an antenna with arbitrary
inclination angels are deducted and included in the method.
Two different conditions of the line-of-sight (LOS) and non-
line-of-sight (NLOS) pathways in an indoor environment
are discussed. Furthermore, based on a statistical analysis,
a semiempirical probability density function of the antenna
inclination angles is presented. Finally, a novel statistical
channel model for stochastic antenna inclination angles is
proposed and the ergodic channel capacity is analyzed.
Three other papers deal with an important application
of 5G systems, deploying the transmitting and receiving
antennas in MIMO configurations. The paper by J. J. Ding
and J. Jiang investigates the application of hybrid precoding
in massive multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems.
This technique can reduce the number of radio frequency
(RF) chains. However, the consumed power is still very
high owing to the use of a large-scale antenna array. In this
paper, the authors propose a precoding scheme based on
antenna selection technology: this precoding scheme greatly
increases the energy efficiency (EE) of the system. Firstly,
they derive an exact closed-form expression for energy
efficiency. They further study the relationship between the
number of transmit antennas and energy efficiency on the
basis of the exact closed-form expression of efficiency. An
optimal value was found. When the number of transmit
antennas equals this value, the EE of the system can reach a
maximum by using an appropriate hybrid precoding scheme.
An antenna selection algorithm to select from the transmit
antennas was then proposed, where the number of selected
antennas equals the optimal value. Subsequently, design of
the analog precoder based on a codebook to maximize the
equivalent channel gain is presented, and then the EE can
be improved by baseband digital precoding. The proposed
precoding algorithm offers a compromise between spectral
efficiency (SE) and EE in millimetre wave massive MIMO
systems. Finally, simulation results are given to validate the
theoretical analysis and show that a substantial EE gain can be
obtained over the proposed precoding scheme without large
performance loss.
Another paper deals with beamforming for millime-
tre wave massive MIMO-NOMA systems. The authors of
the paper, J. Jiang et al., aim to provide a comprehensive
scheme with limited feedback for downlink millimetre wave
multiuser MIMO nonorthogonal multiple access (NOMA)
systems. Based on the feedback of the best beam and
the channel quality information (CQI) for this beam, the
users are grouped into a cluster which has the same or
coherent best beam and the maximal value of the CQI-
difference. To further reduce the intercluster interference,
only the candidate cluster can join the cluster set whose
intercluster correlation with the existing clusters is lower
than the threshold value. Based on the results of clustering,
a hybrid beamforming strategy is designed. To improve the
user experience, each cluster selects the best beam of the
user with a higher guaranteed rate requirement as the analog
beamforming vector. For digital beamforming, the weak user
applies the block diagonalization algorithm based on the
strong user’s effective channel in order to reduce its intra-
cluster interference. Finally, an intracluster power allocation
algorithm is developed to maximize the power-difference in
each cluster: this is beneficial to improve the successive inter-
ference cancellation (SIC) performance of the strong user.
Simulation results are provided to show that the proposed
MIMO-NOMA scheme offers a higher sum rate compared
to the traditional orthogonal multiple access (OMA) schemes
under practical conditions.
One of the papers considers the experimental evaluation
of a MIMO-OFDM system with rateless space-time block
code (STBC). A. H. Alqahtani et al. discuss the deployment
of MIMO wireless technology in combination with orthogo-
nal frequency division multiplexing (MIMO-OFDM) as an
attractive technique for next-generation wireless systems.
However, the performance of the wireless links is severely
degraded because of the various channel impairments which
cause a decoding failure and lead to packet loss at the receiver.
One solution to such a problem is the rate-less space-time
block code (RSTBC).The paper presents experimental results
on the performance of a 2 × 2 MIMO-OFDM system with
RSTBC as measured in a testbed implemented with a field
programmable gate array (FPGA). The average bit error rate
(BER) performance of the proposed scheme is evaluated
experimentally, and the results agree closely with the sim-
ulation and analytical upper bound. The authors show that
RSTBC can be implemented in real-world scenarios and will
guarantee the reliability of loss-prone wireless channels.
The paper by G. Buttazzoni et al. considers the issue
of antenna array reconfiguration by changing phase-only
excitations to achieve Gaussian-shaped nulls. The proposed
technique is intended for 5G applications. The paper presents
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a fast iterative method for the synthesis of linear and planar
antenna arrays of arbitrary geometry that offer reconfigurable
patterns for 5G applications. The method enables the gener-
ation of wide null regions shaped according to a Gaussian
distribution: the results correlate with recent measurements
on millimetre-wave angular dispersion. An experimental
approach of phase-only control considers moving from the
pattern provided by a uniformly excited array and iteratively
modifying the phases of the excitations. This allows sim-
plification in the feed network of the array as attenuators
are not needed to vary the excitation magnitudes, therefore
reducing the cost of realization of 5G base stations and
mobile terminals. The proposed algorithm is based on the
method of successive projections and relies on closed-form
expressions for both the projectors and the null positions. It
thus allows fast computation of the excitation phases at each
iteration. Numerical examples compliant with 5G millimetre
wave standards are presented to check the effectiveness of the
proposed solution through scenarios that involve linear and
concentric ring arrays.
In another paper, S. Costanzo et al. present a design for
a single-layer dual-band reflectarray cell intended for future
5G system applications. A reflectarray unit cell operating at
28/38 GHz is designed by adopting two pairs of miniaturized
fractal patches, offering low losses (<0.7 dB) and full phase
ranges (about 320∘) at both operating frequencies. Dual-band
operation achieved by utilizing fractal geometry is another
application of this principle, which has been used for increas-
ing the phase range at lower phase slope [8]. The proposed
configuration offers very small interelement spacing and neg-
ligible mutual coupling effects between the two bands, thus
enabling an independent phase tuningmechanism for both of
the desired frequency bands. The compact cell demonstrated
the reflectarray’s abilities in achieving fixed scanned-beam
and/or multibeam patterns, under the dual-band operation
mode: such characteristics are beneficial and desirable in 5G
systems. Full-wave numerical validations, performed on the
synthesized reflectarray structures, confirmed the effective-
ness of the designed dual-band configuration in achieving
independent radiation patterns and good bandwidths, at the
two designed frequencies.
Another paper considers yet another important issue in
5G systems: the reconstruction of the direction of the received
waves. W. Tan and X. Feng address the direction finding
problem in the background of unknown nonuniform noise
with the nested array. A novel gridless direction finding
method is proposed using the low-rank covariance matrix
approximation.This approach is based on reweighted nuclear
norm optimization. For the proposed method, the noise
variance variable is eliminated by a linear transform, and
then the covariance fitting criterion is utilized to determine
the regularization parameter for ensuring robustness. The
reconstructed low-rank covariance matrix is then obtained
by iteratively reweighted nuclear norm optimization that
imposes a nonconvex penalty. The search-free DOA esti-
mation method is then utilized to perform the parameter
estimation. The results of numerical simulations are given to
verify the effectiveness of the proposed method. Moreover,
results indicate that the proposed method gives a more
accurate DOA estimation of both the nonuniform noise and
off-grid cases compared to a state-of-the-art DOA estimation
algorithm.
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